PRODUCT ANNOUCEMENT
DIGITAL SIGNAGE: NEW 42” PANEL PC SOLUTION

DATA MODUL presents 42” panel PC
solution for successful customer
and visitor management
Munich/New York, August 4, 2020

DATA MODUL presents a new smart digital signage system that helps to address current hygiene
and protection measures for the wholesale and retail sectors, as well as public spaces.
The monitor has a built in panel PC with integrated camera and microphone and can be operated
with DATA MODUL’s own digital signage software maXcs®.
By the combination of camera, microphone and software, the system is capable of supporting
simplified management of visitor flows, e.g. monitoring the number of people within certain areas,
for example at entrances.
The new 42” digital signage solution is part of the Narrow Bezel Protected Series from DATA
MODUL. This series design is not only robust, slender and visually appealing, but also achieved
outstanding results in fire behavior tests (A2-s1,d0), rendering the need for any additional fire
protection housing unnecessary.
All monitors and panel PCs in the series are IP40 classified on the front. The combination of both
these protection classes therefore makes this an interesting proposition for use in areas where
implementation for any rescue or evacuation measures is required.
Further information can be found here.

About DATA MODUL
DATA MODUL AG is one of the world’s leading special suppliers for display, touch, embedded, monitor and panel PC solutions and has, since its
foundation in 1972, consistently pursued the goal of providing its customers with modern, customized and individually adapted complete
solutions for display technologies.
Long years of experience in the field of display, touch, embedded and system technologies have enabled the realization of customer-specific
value-added services for a range of branches in our production and logistics space of approx. 45,000 m2. Our comprehensive distribution portfolio
for displays, touch screens, embedded solutions and, increasingly, innovative individual developments round off this unique modular product
portfolio.
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